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Human resources management
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering Physics Institute)

Degree or qualification is awarded:

Bachelor degree

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time
Duration: 4 years
Availability of free education: yes
Price: 105 820 rubles per semester

Programme curator: Alexander S. Nevzorov
Tel.: Contact name: Olga N. Petukhova, Phone number. +74957885699, ext. 8045
E-mail: ONPetukhova@mephi.ru

Goals of the program: Preparing bachelors, having knowledge in the sphere of economic science, psychology and
sociology, capable to understand  the core of socio-economic evidences. They will handle methods of analysing social
and economic processess, laws of organizations functioning,, able to analyse and perform basic management
functions. Also they will have pratical skills of manager( performing communications, taking management decisions,
managing conflicts and stressful situations etc.). Bachelor of management have to be prepared to the management
activity in organizations of all kinds of property on the positions, related to the middle and line management.

Fields of professional activity: organisations of any legal organizational form (commercial, non-commerical, state and
municipal) and departments of state and municipal management, in which gradautes work as executives and
managers of inferior level in different services of governance sector. In addition graduates work in structures, in which
graduates are entrepreneurs, creating and developing their own business.

Features of the curriculum: By finishing an academic programm a graduate will have been formed a system idea
about the structures and trends of the development of russian and world economics.Theoretical knowledge of
fundamentals and logic connections of economics' functioning, including transitions' processess, principals of decision
making and performing economic and management solutions allow on practice find problems of different economic
kind while analysing certain situations. Also they will offer dieffrenet ways of solving cases and evaluating expected
results, summarise information, use basic and special methods of economic analysis of information in the sphere of
professional activity,  develop and justify options of effective administrative decisions, be able to use computer
software in the user mode for sloving management tasks.

List of enterprises for students' internship and employing graduates: Russian science cetnres, Rosatom enterprises;
OJSC "Rosenergoatom", Atomstroyexport, OJSC "Military insurance company", "Guta bank", Governance sector of
Ministry of economic development in Russia etc.

Specializations within this programme

Management

Objects of the professional activity: processes of managing companies of different legal organizational
forms;processess of state and municipal governance.
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